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Abstract. DeXIN (Distributed extended XQuery for data INtegration) integrates
multiple, heterogeneous, highly distributed and rapidly changing web data sources
in different formats, e.g. XML, RDF and relational data. DeXIN is a RESTful data
integration web service which integrates heterogeneous distributed data sources,
including data services (DaaS – data as a service). At the heart of DeXIN is an
XQuery extension that allows users/applications to execute a single query against
distributed, heterogeneous web data sources or data services. In this system demo,
we show how DeXIN can provide an optimized, distributed and parallel query
processing and data integration at the same time.

1 Introduction
In recent years, there has been an enormous boost in Semantic Web technologies and
Web services. Web applications thus have to deal with huge amounts of data which
are normally scattered over various data sources using various languages. Hence, these
applications are facing two major challenges, namely (i) how to integrate heterogeneous
data and (ii) how to deal with rapidly growing and continuously changing distributed
data sources.
The concept of providing data as a service (DaaS) [1] enables applications to expose data sources as Web services that can be consumed by Web clients within a corporate network and across the internet. In this paper, we demonstrate DeXIN, a RESTful
Web Service for data integration of heterogeneous and distributed data sources. DeXIN
receives a user query in extended XQuery syntax as presented in [2], this extension
enables DeXIN to execute a single query in XQuery language, which can contain multiple sub-queries of SPARQL or SQL. Data sources supported by DeXIN can be Web
services or databases which provide a query interface based on Web services and XML
wrapping facility for results. Supporting Web services based on databases is important as current database management systems increasingly provide REST/SOAP APIs
for querying hosted data. The integrated results of all the data sources are presented
in XML. Currently available heterogeneous data integration approaches normally work
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either (i) by transforming the data sources into common format [3, 4] or (ii) by query
rewriting [5]. In contrast, DeXIN executes distributed parallel queries towards native
data sources, without fetching all the data sources into one centralized place or transforming data sources. These features make DeXIN a powerful tool for data integration
in a highly distributed, peer to peer, heterogeneous and rapidly changing Web environment, providing the user with a uniform access to this data.

2 Overview of DeXIN
An architectural overview of DeXIN is depicted in Figure 1. The main task of DeXIN
is to provide an integrated access to different distributed, heterogeneous, autonomous
data sources. DeXIN provides a single entry point to access different data sources by
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Fig. 1. Architectural overview of DeXIN framework

using our extension of XQuery [2]. The DeXIN service can be utilized by many web
applications which require an integrated access to heterogeneous web data sources. Distributed, parallel query execution and avoiding data transformation make it a strong tool
for data integration and optimized query execution in distributed and peer to peer networks. Normally, the user would have to query each of these data sources separately.
With the support of DeXIN, he/she has a single entry point to access all these data
sources. In total, the user thus issues a single query (in our extended XQuery language)
and receives a single result. All the tedious work of decomposition, connection establishment, document retrieval, query execution, etc. is done behind the scene by DeXIN.

3 Distributed Extended Query for Data Integration
3.1 DeXIN : Data Integration Web Service
DeXIN is a RESTful data service which takes a single query in extended XQuery syntax as input, decomposes the query into sub-queries, executes each sub-query independently on its appropriate distributed data source at remote locations and outputs the
integrated results from all data sources in XML format. Consider an example of a web
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application which needs to provide the integrated access to the distributed and heterogeneous Web data sources dynamically. Typical data integration approaches e.g. warehousing, mediation or ontology based, do not provide the desired results because they
require some prior knowledge about the data sources. DeXIN can ideally serve such applications because it provides integrated access to heterogeneous distributed web data
sources dynamically. Figure 2 shows the user interface of the DeXIN service. The user
can write a query in extended XQuery format and gets the accumulated results of all
the data sources. Currently, DeXIN supports two types of sub-queries inside XQuery
namely, (i) SPARQL for RDF, OWL and (ii) SQL for relational data.
3.2 Searching Available Data Services
Many service providers have started to expose their data as a service by implementing
the Resource Oriented Architecture (ROA). Some Database Management Systems also
provide access to their data using Query Language + REST/SOAP. DeXIN can communicate with Data Service directories to find out the appropriate data service. The user
can initiate a keyword search for the required data service, and all the available data
services are listed by DeXIN to help the user to select an appropriate data service.

Fig. 2. User Interface of DeXIN

3.3 Registration of Data Sources
The registration of data sources at DeXIN is not mandatory because DeXIN can interact
with any data service at runtime, but providing some metadata about data sources by
following the registration procedure makes querying simpler from the user’s perspective. Different Data Sources (e.g. RDF,XML,OWL or RDBMS) can register at DeXIN
to benefit from the integration facilities provided by DeXIN. Each data source must
provide a unique name, should have one of the DeXIN supported data types, querying
interface with connectivity facility and XML converter for query results. Data providers
can provide additional information about schema, user privileges, license and legal issues to facilitate the users to interact with their data sources effectively. It is worth
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mentioning here that utilizing the concept of Data as a Service greatly eases the process of registration, because it uses the standard HTTP protocol to interact with the data
sources and XML for data transfer.
3.4 Data Source Statistics and Schema Information
DeXIN stores some metadata and statistics about registered data sources, which are
helpful for the selection of the best available service from the user’s perspective. The
user can select any data service from the list of available data sources shown by DeXIN
(see top right of Figure2) and can see its statistics which are either stored in DeXIN or
retrieved by DeXIN after communicating with the Service Management System.
If the data service provider provides some schema information about data sources,
the user can click on ”Show Schema”, to see the schema information, which is helpful
for designing queries for that particular data source.
3.5 Query Execution
Once the user submits a query to DeXIN in extended XQuery format, DeXIN (i) decomposes the query into multiple sub-queries for distributed, heterogeneous data sources
(ii) connects with the data sources mentioned in the query (iii) dispatches queries to
their particular data source at remote locations (iv) displays integrated results of all the
sub-queries into XML format.

4 Conclusion
In this demo, we present DeXIN, a web based system to integrate data by executing distributed XQuery over Heterogeneous Data Sources. We demonstrate typical use cases
of heterogeneous data integration which show that DeXIN is a simple but powerful
tool to integrate rapidly changing heterogeneous data sources dynamically. DeXIN can
be utilized by many applications where the data sources are unknown at design time,
and it eases the integration process from the user’s perspective by not requiring prior
knowledge of data sources.
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